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Vitality Columba Jester Tile Effect Sheet Vinyl Flooring

Scan the QR code for fast
access to this floor online

Our Vitality Columba Jester Vinyl flooring range simultaneously adds an on-trend antique yet modern look to any area. With 
a flexible foam backing that provides extra cushioning, this vinyl flooring doesn’t need to be fitted with an underlay without 
compromising on comfort underfoot. Easy to care for with a regular sweep, mop or vacuum this flooring is perfect for an ‘on-the-go’ 
household. Also boasting an excellent slip resistance, making it perfectly suitable for bathrooms, kitchens or hallways. This water-
resistant vinyl is compatible with water underfloor heating systems too, of up to a toasty 27°C, keeping you warm from your head to 
your toes.

Give your room character and class with our Vitality Columba Jester tile effect sheet vinyl flooring. The fun bohemian design will 
liven up any room, while the faded look will provide a brilliant lived in feeling to your home. The monochromatic tone of this floor 
compliments the design perfectly, but will fantastically pair with a clean, classic style. Available in both 3m and 4m widths for your 
convenience, this 2.5mm thick vinyl will grant additional comfort with every step, while the 5-year residential warranty will ensure 
greater peace of mind.
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TechnicalProduct Details

Warranty

Code:

Residential:

VIN-COL-JES

5 years

Thickness (mm): 2.5

Construction: Vinyl

Backing: Foam

Brand: Vitality

Surface: Textured

Décor plank/tile size: 16.6cm x 16.6cm

Water Resistant: Yes

Design: Tile effect

Suitability: Kitchen, Utility Room, Hall Way, 
Bathroom, Bedroom, Dining 
Room, Lounge

Over underfloor heating: Yes, Water Systems up to 27°C 
and check with the manufacturer 
before installation


